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INDIVIDUAL OR BUNDLED COVERAGE FOR:

Paintless Dent Repair

Key Replacement

Tire & Wheel Repair/Replacement

+ 24/7 Roadside Services

TOLL-FREE: 866-660-7003

2812 N. NORWALK, SUITE 103

MESA, AZ 85215

Protection Plus 
Vehicle Coverage

With Protection Plus 
Vehicle Coverage you can 
save your money for the 
things that matter and drive 
with confidence!

ROADSIDE SERVICES & 
VALUE-ADDED BENEFITS: 

All services are subject to maximum reimbursement limits. Coverage may 
not be available in all states. Restrictions & limitations may apply.

EMERGENCY FLUID DELIVERY: Delivery of 
emergency fluids, such as fuel, oil and/or water, 
needed to get your vehicle to the nearest service 
facility. You are responsible for the actual costs of 
delivered fluids.

FLAT TIRE ASSISTANCE: Up to $50 per occurrence 
towards the replacement of a flat tire with your 
inflated spare.  You are responsible for the actual 
costs to repair or replace a tire. 

DEAD BATTERY JUMP-START: Up to $50 per 
occurrence towards the jump-start of a dead battery.  
This service is not available for hybrid vehicles.

LOCKOUT SERVICE: Up to $50 per occurrence 
towards on location assistance should you lock your 
keys/fob in your vehicle or if your key/fob is lost or 
broken. You are responsible for the actual costs to 
replace your keys/fob. 

TOWING: Up to $100 per occurrence towards towing 
your vehicle to the nearest qualified repair facility.

RENTAL BENEFITS: 
Reimbursement of up to $35 per 6 hours of labor 
time, with a maximum benefit of up to $250 per claim, 
visit when required due to authorized repair work. Any 
time not related to the actual repair or replacement of 
covered components is not included in this benefit.

TRIP INTERRUPTION: We will reimburse you up to 
$150 per day for up to 3 days towards meals and/or 
lodging expenses if you are more than 100 miles away 
from home and you cannot operate your vehicle due 
to a covered mechanical breakdown. 

LABOR & DIAGNOSTICS: Coverage of up to $150 
per hour towards the repair facility’s labor and/
or diagnostic time to repair or replace a covered 
component. If applicable, you must authorize needed 
diagnosis/disassembly to determine cause of failure 
and extent of damage.

Our 24/7 Roadside Assistance provides up  
to 3 emergency roadside or towing services  
per contract year, including:



With Tire & Wheel protection, if your tire and/
or wheel becomes unrepairable due to damage 
caused by a road hazard, we’ll cover the repairs 
or replacement, as well as mounting and 
balancing. We’ll even take care of cosmetic 
damage repairs or reconditioning, such as minor 
curb rash or flaking paint. 
 
TIRE REPLACEMENT:  
We’ll provide reimbursement for reasonable costs you incur 
to repair or replace your tire(s) if punctured or otherwise 
damaged due to a road hazard. Replacement will be made 
with a tire of like kind, quality and cost to the original tire. 
Coverage is valid through the tread life of a tire (3/32" or 
less is excluded). 

WHEELS (RIMS):  
We’ll provide reimbursement for reasonable costs you incur 
to repair or replace your wheel(s) if rendered unserviceable 
due to a road hazard. Damaged wheel may be replaced with 
a remanufactured wheel of like kind and quality (Covered 
only when the damaged wheel cannot be repaired).

MOUNTING AND BALANCING:  
We’ll provide reimbursement for reasonable costs you 
incur for mounting, balancing, valve stems, and tire 
disposal for any tire replaced under this service contract. 
(Shop supplies, tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS) 
components and unspecified charges are excluded).

COSMETIC WHEEL REPAIR:  
We’ll repair or recondition to the fullest extent possible any 
cosmetic damaged portion of an alloy wheel, such as minor 
curb rash or flaking paint, which can be repaired using 
manufacturer alloy wheel repair techniques. In the event 
the wheel is not repairable it will be replaced. (Cosmetic 
alloy wheel repair/replacement maximum is $600).

This is a general outline of coverage for marketing purposes only and does not 
constitute your contract. Actual terms and conditions may vary by state. See your 
contract for complete provisions, exclusions and Limits of Liability. 

Your key/remote is basically a small computer 
that communicates with your vehicle. And, 
while this technology provides heightened 
security and theft protection, it also makes 
your fob costly to replace.  
 
KEY/REMOTE REPLACEMENT:  
If your key/remote is lost, stolen or becomes inoperable, 
we'll pay up to $800 per year towards a replacement 
key/remote*. If you're within a 25 mile radius of the 
originating dealer, you'll need to contact them first to 
determine if they can provide a replacement key/remote 
and programming. If they cannot, prior approval is needed 
before replacing the key/remote at any appropriate 
franchised dealer. (Non-working keys/remote must be 
available for inspection).

*NOTE: For the safety and security of the vehicle owner, all keys and/or remotes  
that are reported lost, stolen or destroyed must be reprogrammed by the dealer 
prior to replacement. 

TIRE & WHEEL
Repair/Replacement

KEY/REMOTE
Replacement

PAINTLESS DENT
Repair (PDR)

PDR, a process developed by auto 
manufacturing production teams, uses 
specialized hand tools to permanently remove 
minor dents (dents or creases that are up to 
2" in length/diameter) without affecting the 
existing paint finish! 
 
PAINTLESS DENT REPAIR: 
We’ll cover the cost to repair dents on all exterior painted 
sheet metal body panels of your vehicle if they can be 
repaired through existing PDR techniques. (Does not 
include services that involve the replacement of vehicle 
body panels or sanding, bonding or repainting). 

When you bundle our Protection Plus 
coverage options, you’ll get everything 
listed under Tire & Wheel, Key/Remote 

Replacement, AND Paintless Dent 
Repair, at a reduced price!

Our cost-effective Protection Plus plans keep your 
out-of-pocket costs to an absolute minimum while 
keeping your vehicle looking like new. Each is super 
easy to use, includes a full suite of roadside service 

benefits, and has NO Deductible! 

Drive confidently into 
the future with the 
ultimate protection 

from expensive repairs!

3-IN-1 BUNDLED
Coverage


